Vocabs level 104 Unit 3
VOCABULARY

MEANING

1 Easy to use

EXAMPLE SENTENCE

Snapchat is easy to use. I like it.

2 Come up with an/the idea

Think of a new idea

3 Make a living as a an
make a living +ing

your job / source of salary

4 make money out of (something)

make money from

He makes money out of cars.

5 to be inspired by

Called to change or act

I am inspired by the Quran. It inspires me to be a better person.

That doesn't work. Come up with another idea.

My brother makes a living as a car salesman

For the next 8 phrases, write about your hopes and dreams
6 one day, I’d like to …

One day, I'd like to have children.

7 at some point, I’d absolutely love to

At some point, I'd absolutely love to go to Paris.

8 I’m thinking of (+ noun / ing form)

I'm thinking of studying business.

9 I’m considering (+ noun / ing form)

I'm considering studying business.

My dream is to own a business.

10 my dream is to…
11 My aim is to…

aim = goal

My aim is to to own a business.

12 My ambition is to…

my goal is to

My ambition is to own a business.

13 I’ve always wanted to…

I've always wanted to own a business.

The next 6 phrases are about abilities and skills
14 to be good at (+ noun / ing )

to be skillful

My sister is an artist. She's good at drawing.

15 are able to

Can

16 to be capable of (+noun / ing form)

Can

17 have a facility with (+ nouns)

Good at; skillful

18 Excel at (+ noun / ing form)

Very skillful

She's able to draw well.
She's capable of drawing well.
She has a facility with drawing.
She excels at drawing.

19 have the ability to (+ verb)

Can

She has the ability to draw well.

She's good at drawing.

20 to be good at
21 have a good / have good (+ability /
skill)

strong ability or skill

She has great drawing skill.

22 information about (+ noun / ing
form)

Can I have information about visiting Cairo?

23 Questions about (+ noun/ ing form)

I have questions about Cairo.

24 excited about (+noun / ing form)

I'm excited about going on holiday to Cairo.

25 Thoughts about (+noun / ing form)

Option about

What are your thoughts about Cairo?

26 passionate about (+noun / ing form)

Strongly care about

I'm passionate about ancient cultures.

27 doubts about (+noun / ing form)

unsure about

I don't think it will rain. I have doubts about it.

28 Concerned about (+noun / ing form)

unsure, worried

I'm concerned about my marks. I failed the last test.

29 Optimistic about (+noun / ing form)

Feel good about- believe in a
good outcome

I'm optimistic about the test because I've studied hard.

30 Competitive (+noun / ing form)

like to compete

My sister and I are competitive. We each try to be better than the other.

31 (I’m) not at all comfortable

feel embarrassed or uncertain

I'm not comfortable with your question. I won't answer.

32 to be confident

to feel sure of yourself

I'm confident that I will pass because I studied hard.

33 to be arrogant

to feel you are better than /
superior to others

Some rich people are arrogant and won't talk to poor people.

34 to win at all costs

willing to do anything to win

Some players want to win at all costs so they cheat.

35 to bend the rules

similar to cheating, using the
system to gain unfair
advantage

That businessman tries to bend the rules so
that he can get what he wants. It isn't fair!

36 to play by the rules

to follow the rules

A good businessman plays by the rules.

